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ABSTRACT

“A Space Where You Can Imagine In”: Queer World Building with Wynne
Greenwood’s Tracy + the Plastics
by
Colleen O’Shea

Advisor: Amy Herzog

Tracy and the Plastics was a video and music project conceived and performed by artist Wynne
Greenwood from 1999 - 2006. In it, Greenwood played lead singer Tracy alongside keyboard
player, Nikki and drummer, Cola (both also played by Greenwood) where Tracy performed live
alongside prerecorded images of Nikki and Cola. For Greenwood, the interaction between Tracy,
the Plastics, and the audience provided an opportunity to create new, intentional worlds together.
In this paper, I will demonstrate that Greenwood relies on collisions and alternative temporalities to
instigate the creation of these worlds with her audience. I will incorporate the principles of the
queercore movement as well as Mikhail Bakhtin’s “carnivalesque” to support this claim. Finally, I
will provide detailed analysis of several video documents of Tracy and the Plastics live
performances as well as an account of the “revival” of the group in Greenwood’s 2015 exhibit,
Kelly, at the New Museum in New York. When describing why she is doing this work, Greenwood
posits the questions, “What is happening here? What can happen here? With all of us together.”
This paper will explore the answers to those questions.
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Introduction
“Queer subcultures produce alternative temporalities by allowing their participants to
believe that their futures can be imagined according to logics that lie outside of the conventional
forward-moving narratives of birth, marriage, reproduction, and death.” - Judith Halberstam1
Judith Halberstam’s quote sums up the importance of a queer subculture and how it not
only creates a safe space for queer folks to exist but offers a possibility for a new way of being, a
new way of moving through the world. Those spaces can be via parties, music, visual art, zines,
writing, film, etc. As Annamarie Jagose states in Queer Theory: An Introduction, “queer is very
much a category in the process of formation...It is not simply that queer has yet to solidify and
take on a more consistent profile, but rather its definitional indeterminacy, its elasticity, is one of
its constituent characteristics.”2 Queerness is a space of fluidity, stretching and another
phenomenon I will focus on here: collisions - collisions of ideologies, gender expressions,
politics, sexuality and more. Wynne Greenwood is an artist who, in association with other queer
subculture creators, crafted her own queer space of new possibilities for interacting with the
world. She created a video landscape through her project, Tracy and the Plastics, an all-female
band in which Greenwood embodied all three members (Tracy, Cola and Nikki).
In this paper, I will examine the central relevance of collisions and temporality, both
literal and figurative, in Wynne Greenwood’s musical project, Tracy and the Plastics exemplified
in their hybrid music videos/live performances and how those collisions and temporalities offer a
space for a new queer reality. Greenwood uses her work to investigate the collision of identities,
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personas and art forms as well as experimenting with time, in particular, pauses and silence. To
support this claim, I will bring in an examination of queercore and its connection to Mikhail
Bakhtin’s carnivalesque and the ways in which Greenwood’s videos offer a carnivalesque world
for herself and her audience to inhabit. In particular is the idea that norms and mores are
subverted and flipped within the carnival and that queercore acts and Tracy and the Plastics
specifically, welcome that behavior. Tracy and the Plastics are often included in lists of
queercore acts though with several key differences (e.g. lack of sexually explicit lyrics, a
lackadaisical performance style vs the more aggressive choices by other queercore acts) which I
will detail further.
The definition of collision is “the meeting of particles or of bodies in which each exerts a
force upon the other, causing the exchange of energy or momentum.”3 This is the action that
Greenwood wants, both for herself and for her audience. She wants that energy to continuously
transfer so that change can happen. When various personas or art forms collide is when one pays
most attention – trying to see how this is going to turn out, it’s a moment of engagement. As a
result of these collisions, disruptions occur, and disruption is what can lead to change. This
appears to be Greenwood’s aim. She does not just want her shows or her videos, or art in
general, to be the only space where disruptions occur. She wants the disruption for her and for
the audience to be permanent so that they leave her shows or any show and take that disruption
and apply it to their reality. In fact, in some shows, Greenwood encouraged the audience to
participate in a very direct manner. Reviewing a New York City performance for ArtForum in
2005, Johanna Burton described the end of the show:
Tracy sat down with the audience, saying nonchalantly, “Well, we’re really happy to be
here, and that’s all we’ve got. So, we’re excited to listen to what’s going on . . .” She
3
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turned the microphone away from her mouth and toward the audience (there were several
other mikes positioned throughout the space, and, theoretically, anyone could participate
at any time). On the night I was in attendance, nobody said much—nobody said
anything, actually. So we all sat for what felt like a long time, on pause, occupying space,
self-reflexive and aware of our own choices to speak or to stay quiet, to stretch out or to
scrunch up. The band hung around on screen, Nikki staring blankly and Cola fidgeting,
adding a kind of white noise to the live air we were all sitting in, all breathing, together.4
Here, Burton perfectly describes the ideal atmosphere created by a Tracy and the Plastics video
performance. Despite no one saying anything after being given the opportunity, I imagine
Greenwood would be pleased to hear Burton’s recollection of the collective understanding in the
group of their choices and their agency. This is very different from the average call for audience
participation of doing something the artists on stage have concocted. Here, Greenwood as Tracy,
completely hands over the floor to the audience. There is no pre-determined activity, just an open
floor for whatever the audience wishes to say or do. Their choice not to do or say anything is
just as valid, as it is their choice. They are not dictated by the confines of the artist’s
format. Additionally, since Nikki and Cola are still present on the screen in a way that implies
they too are open to audience engagement, demonstrates for the viewer that they have the power
to truly collaborate on the creation of this performance piece. That is a powerful choice to give
to an audience member.
Wynne Greenwood is a Washington-state based queer/feminist artist who works with
various art forms: sculpture, film, video, music, performance art. She is best known for her
musical/video project Tracy and the Plastics that she consistently worked with from 1999 2006. In it, Greenwood performed live as Tracy in front of projected images of other band
members Nikki (keyboards) and Cola (drums), both portrayed by Greenwood, that were
previously recorded. The genesis of Greenwood’s idea for the Plastics began as a “choose your
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own adventure movie mystery” she was creating where a group of girls would use pieces of
colorful plastic that fell from mountains surrounding their town, to replace parts of their bodies,
“like a red toothpaste cap for a tooth.” 5 In other words, the girls used found items in their
community to cobble together an identity that represented themselves to themselves, conventions
be damned. Greenwood states that for her, the Plastics were “therapy, dialogue and devil’s
advocates.” 6 They were an avenue for her to look inward and both confront and celebrate her
various components through the conversations among the girls. As a result, she created the band
in order to keep that dialogue going and to share its benefits with an audience. And that original
aesthetic choice that Greenwood thought up for the film, replacing parts of the girls with found
plastic objects, continued in the Tracy and the Plastics videos and live performances.
Instead of replacing a part of herself with a toothpaste cap however, Greenwood replaced
herself with modified identities, something more desirable or aspirational through the characters
of Tracy, Nikki and Cola. She also incorporated found objects to create these personae, these
Plastics, in the form of wigs for Nikki (a long and glam brown) and Cola (various colored bobs
that finally settled in platinum blonde). As a result, she was able to envision a new, fabricated
world, inhabited by this punk band. Importantly, the term plasticity refers to all materials that
can be irreversibly deformed without breaking. Therefore, the “Plastics” can bend and mold
without fear of destruction. They will be forever altered, but they won’t break. And that risk
versus reward is mirrored in video art that uses the artist’s image as the subject: one is welcome
to experiment and stretch the limits of what is acceptable or accepted, but it will not destroy
them. This ability for a person to experiment and take on different forms, but not die or go
extinct could certainly be attractive to a queer, feminist, female artist who is keen on donning a

5
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mustache. As Greenwood has said, “The characters I create are ways of stretching and expanding
into new ways of being.” 7 Greenwood very intentionally created a fantasyland where the various
parts of her can exist fully without any fatal consequences. In a “real” world where living that
true queer self can indeed cause bodily harm and in some cases death, this virtual escape of
Greenwood’s creation is vital for survival.
“Exploration” is a key word in Greenwood’s work. To explore is “to travel over (new
territory) for adventure or discovery.” 8 This could very well sum up Greenwood’s work with her
Tracy and the Plastics project. The videos are an exploration into new worlds, ways of being,
personalities, media forms and modes of expression. Exploring is an active word with a
continuous forward motion rather than coming to a neat conclusion, also mirrored in
Greenwood’s videos and live performances (and the videos of the live performances). The Tracy
and the Plastics videos have a meandering quality to them which allows for times of reflection
and action but rarely perfect precision or delivery. They are messy because much of what
Greenwood encounters is unexplored territory and the videos’ endings don’t tie all loose ends
together. Instead, the experience remains messy, exciting and uncomfortable. The exploration
leads to constant collisions of self, format, sound and image. It’s a “queering” of life that
becomes an always-expanding exploration of self and the world. These collisions continually
blur the lines between these various identity and art forms, thereby queering the artificial
separations society places upon them. The goal is to make this messy world your everyday
world - no cookie-cutter lives desired.

7
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The layers of exploration in the videos are important: the initial taping of the Tracy and
the Plastics videos, the editing and presenting them on video for display, the performance
alongside those videos in front of a live audience, and the taping of those public performances
and the spectatorship that results. Greenwood herself has posted several of her Tracy and the
Plastics videos on Youtube and Vimeo so is not averse to that kind of presentation for this
work. Importantly, however, the comments are disabled so no viewer can leave their
thoughts. Why is that? I will speak more on this layer of production and its archival
implications in this analysis.
Words, lyrics, and dialogue within the Tracy and the Plastics universe are less about
directly conveying meaning, and more about misunderstandings, interruptions, and disruptions
that interfere with the saying and singing. There are instances of vulnerability and emotion with
the dialogue between band members or lyrics, but the visual, aural and spatial play between the
characters is equally important. In the liner notes for the Tracy and the Plastics album Culture
for Pigeon, the lyrics are not included and are never mentioned in Greenwood’s essay about the
work. Instead, she elaborates on the transformative nature of video and the edits and pauses
within those videos. If Greenwood sought revolution in her words, including the Plastics’ song
lyrics, she would seemingly make those much clearer. Instead, they are very opaque and abstract
wordscapes that lack immediate meaning.
Another important factor is the choice to refer to Nikki and Cola as “the Plastics.” While
it points to their ability to be pliable it also highlights the artificial nature of their
creation. Greenwood’s choice to give Tracy a name and brand Nikki and Cola, “the plastics”
needs to be examined. In the earlier videos, Greenwood as Tracy is very much in the lead and
controlling the space. She is in front of Cola and Nikki, who at this point are seen on two

6

separate television screens and are very clearly in a different space and time than her. She is
fully embodied while we mostly only see their heads. They are more of an accessory at this
point rather than full-fledged members of the band. We also don’t hear them – they do not share
any dialogue with Tracy. Tracy takes up the entire aural space of these early videos. Once Cola
and Nikki are projected on the screen behind Tracy, are given a voice, and take up as much space
as she (and sometimes more), the playing field is leveled, and the layers of subjectivity
deepen. It’s as if Greenwood has taken the plunge to confront these parts of her identity head-on
and investigate the ways in which they interact and envelop one another. No longer stuck in a
static and small TV screen, Nikki and Cola are free to move just as much as Tracy and
importantly they have the ability to “cover” Traci both visually and aurally. As Tracy is in front
of their projected images, those images sometimes take over Tracy and her individuality goes
away. If the projection stopped, we would not be able to see Tracy either as she would go
dark. Their projection is what gives her the light to be visible. When they go dark, so does
she. Here then is another collision – the meeting of woman and machine. While the machine is
inanimate, in the world of Tracy and the Plastics, it takes on the same level of agency as the
people on stage, on screen, and in the audience. The projector acts as another player in the film –
the unnamed her who brings the light and the sound. But this hero can also be an agitator when
it decides to break down or warp the output. The cold nature of a video projector becomes the
lifeblood for Nikki and Cola. Importantly however, a projector is also an avenue to another
world and a way for an audience to be transported. For Tracy and the Plastics’ audience, they
have the unique experience of observing and participating in the collision of this new world with
the real world, through Tracy’s interaction with her fellow bandmates on screen. It is not just
pure escapism as they have an anchor in Tracy’s real-world presence.

7

Video Art and Performing the Self
In addition to being an artist, Greenwood is also a teacher, having taught video,
photography and multimedia artmaking at Seattle University from 2014 - 2020. In interviews
she has mentioned that she teaches Gregg Bordowitz’s essay, “Operative Assumptions”
(1996). The connection she has to his theories and the inspiration she gleans from his work is
clear. He sees video work as not just a personal practice for the artist but as a tool to bring about
change and to mobilize people. Bordowitz says “Many contemporary videomakers start from a
critical interrogation of dominant television, developing complex, rich, and affirming
representations of disenfranchised subjects and communities.” 9 Bordowitz himself is a
filmmaker who through his work, shared the personal stories of people living with HIV
(including himself) in the 1980s and 1990s. He saw video making as a political act that could
bring about change and he often featured his own story in his videos. For instance, Bordowitz, in
his 1993 video “Fast Trip, Long Drop” starts with the convention of a fictional television talk
show (called “Thriving with AIDS”) and undercuts its simplicity and naivete by emphasizing the
hopelessness of “dying of AIDS,” not the hope of “living with AIDS” that mainstream media
tries to project. In “Operative Assumptions” he says, “I place my own subjectivity at risk within
my work, drawing on my own daily experiences, using my own identity and the various subject
positions comprising it.” 10 The process of video making for Bordowitz led to an affirmation of

9
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his identity as a person living with AIDS – it was a space for discovery, for artist and viewer
alike.
Greenwood took the convention of the music video or live concert and within those
frames, where women are often fetishized and queer people nonexistent, affirmed representation
for her identities - queer, feminist, radical, female, artist. Though Tracy and the Plastics is not
rooted in documentary like much of Bordowitz’s work, the concept of coming to subjectivity is
certainly present in Greenwood’s videos. She has said that Nikki and Cola in particular are able
to say and do things she cannot and would not. And in the act of performing those actions as
these characters she can eventually “incorporate as Wynne.” 11 There is a discovery, a shift, and
a change. For both Bordowitz and Greenwood, the possibility of video instigating a change is not
just for their audiences – as artists, they are very much involved and centered in that change as
well. During the 2015 exhibition, Kelly, which included Greenwood’s re-recordings of Tracy
and the Plastics at the New Museum in New York, Bordowitz participated in an accompanying
panel on “language, scripts and performance” so his influence continued beyond the original
incarnation of the group. 12
It is important to note that Greenwood comes from a long line of video artists who
centered their own image in their work. “Self-encapsulation – the body or psyche as its own
surround – is everywhere to be found in the corpus of video art” writes Rosalind Krauss in
1976.13 The examination of the self and the body by video artists is not a new concept, there is a
rich history of works that dig deep into subjectivity, relationship to media and other concepts that
Greenwood also investigates. Examples include Vito Acconci’s Centers (1971); Carolee

11
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Schneemann’s Up To and Including Her Limits (1973 – 1976); Valie Export’s various videos
centered on her body, and so on. There are two artists in particular I’d like to speak to in more
detail that are formative for Greenwood’s work: Joan Jonas and Lynda Benglis.
Joan Jonas is a video artist who very often incorporates herself into her work, most
notably in the seminal Vertical Roll (1972). “The reason why it’s called “Vertical Roll” it’s
because in the piece there’s a rolling bar of the video which is a dysfunction of the television set.
And I made a piece which is structured by that bar but it’s part of the performance, in other
words, I made a work that it’s about 20 minutes long in which I perform around the rolling bar;
all my actions are related to that bar, the rolling bar.” 14 In the video, the viewer is exposed to the
mechanism of the television set and of broadcast more generally as well as the ways in which
bodies, particularly female bodies portrayed by Jonas, are mediated in this form. At the end of
the video, Jonas’s head appears fully embodied in front of the vertical roll. She at first appears in
control and dominating the roll, until her head begins to slowly fall out of the bottom of the
frame, seemingly violently pushed down by the force of the roll.
Lynda Benglis’ video Now (1973) is another important precursor to Greenwood’s
work. From the notes at Electronic Arts Intermix, “Now takes on video's claims to immediacy
and authenticity, as Benglis juxtaposes live performance with her own prerecorded image. The
soundtrack features phrases such as "now!" and "start recording," commands that usually ground
us in the present, but here serve to deepen the confusion between live signals and mediation.
Repeated takes and acidic color processing heighten this challenge to video's power of

14
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"liveness."” 15 Again, Benglis uses the video form to complicate the levels of production and the
mediation of bodies on screen.
Wynne Greenwood’s practice of using her own body and self as a means to critique and
investigate the mechanisms of representation and to create new worlds, is built out of the larger
feminist/video performance history that Jonas, Benglis, Schneemann and others represent. Not
only is there a connection with the artist as subject component, but additionally many of them
including Jonas and Benglis incorporate live and pre-recorded tape. Where Greenwood emerges
and builds upon, is the very real live aspect of her presentations and the interactions that
emerges. Benglis’ and others’ work is confined to the video screen, while Greenwood’s goes
beyond that limit and brings it to the actual now. “Benglis is using the word "now" to underline
the ambiguity of temporal reference: we realize that we do not know whether the sound of the
voice is coming from the live or the taped source, and if from the latter, which level of taping.
Just as we also realize that because of the activity of replaying the past generations, all layers of
the "now" are equally present.” 16 For Tracy and the Plastics, the levels of taping are very clear
as each mirror image is its own distinct character and identity. Their goal is not just to expose
the “formal limits of the medium” of video art, or “further the concerns of performance art”
which was sometimes the case of early videomakers, Greenwood and her band are out to “bring
about meaningful change” beyond the video screen. 17 As Dot Tuer states in Screens of
Resistance: Feminism and Video Art, “Women have recognized the potential of this medium to
subvert and recreate an alternative cultural base of production. The intimacy of video production
becomes not a marginalized activity but a political act. It has created a collective memory and

15
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imagination of difference; created a dialectical relationship to reality that both records and alters
strategies of social transformation, in which the producer and the receiver join in the making of a
history, a polemic, and a manifesto for a yet uncanonized medium.” 18 Greenwood has taken her
cue from artists before her like Jonas and Benglis and expanded upon the video art creation by
inviting her audience to contribute through her live performances.
It is also important to note that Tracy and the Plastics emerged after the height of the Riot
Grrrl movement in the early to mid 1990s. Riot Grrrl “emerged simultaneously from the punk
and independent music communities of Olympia, Washington, and Washington, D.C. Riot Grrrl
encouraged women and girls to take control of the means of cultural production and be a part of
“revolution girl-style now” through producing music and zines (short for “fanzines,” that is, fan
magazines produced by fans themselves) that put their own personal experiences at the
forefront.” 19 Greenwood is from Olympia and has worked closely with key figures from the
scene on other projects, including Kathleen Hanna and JD Samson. In fact, the construction of
the Tracy and the Plastics videos are similar to the zines so central to Riot Grrrl life. In her
videos, images and words are cobbled together by an artist intent on finding her voice and being
heard by others. All images are of her own design – even if Greenwood used an image or a
quote from elsewhere, she repurposes it within the context of the video to make it her own – to
be part of her statement. This was very much like the ways in which zines were created – a cut
and paste aesthetic that was a method of communication and expression. Additionally,
Greenwood created these videos in her room or home studio – in the same manner as the DIY
zine culture. Therefore, Greenwood’s work with Tracy and the Plastics is a fascinating bridge
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between the Riot Grrrl and queercore movements in her focus on feminism and queerness with a
DIY aesthetic and process.

Queercore
Returning to Annamarie Jagose’s thoughts on queerness, we can find complex links to
Greenwood’s practice: “queer is very much a category in the process of formation...It is not
simply that queer has yet to solidify and take on a more consistent profile, but rather its
definitional indeterminacy, its elasticity, is one of its constituent characteristics.” 20 Queerness, in
this formulation, is less about assuming a category of being and instead not allowing oneself to
be boxed in to any one identity. One’s whole existence is a constant collision and intersection of
beliefs, values and identities. Additionally, the elasticity (or plasticity) within queerness allows
for greater exploration and stretching of boundaries. Queerness within the larger gay community
can also subvert more “conventional” behaviors such as marriage, etc that can lead even the gay
community toward mimicking the ruling class.
Queercore (or homocore) was an art movement started in Toronto by Bruce La Bruce and
G.B. Jones in the mid-1980s. They became frustrated with both the gay and punk scenes, two
groups that didn’t welcome them because they were either too freaky for the gays or too queer
for the punks. Additionally, queer is a term that means different things for different groups,
whether it be the art world, academia, or within the LGBTQ+ community itself. As a result,
queercore intervened to confront those debates with their profane yet playful nature. La Bruce
and Jones created a fake “movement” through zines, films and other visual mediums that

20
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emphasized their frustration with mainstream society, normative gay culture and the sometimes
homophobic punk scene. But the movement in the beginning was in fact just a few people in
their homes and studios manufacturing this “worldwide phenomenon.” It worked; and after its
popularity grew, many bands, films, zines, dances and other art pieces were created that reflected
this new philosophy of complete sexual and gender fluidity and expression and eventually took
on the names homocore and queercore. For the bands involved in the movement, their lyrics
were usually sexually explicit as were their live performances. In addition, the sound was
largely of a loud, raucous punk variety. 21
Tribe 8 was one of the pre-eminent bands in the queercore movement and they
epitomized the heavy punk rock and provocative antics of the scene. The lead singer Lynn
Breedlove famously wore a strap-on and at most shows asked a straight male audience member
to come up on stage and give him a blow job. “When you present an image to people constantly,
constantly that’s going to rearrange their whole view of what reality is...Every time we do a
show and you see a guy on his knees sucking my dick, number one he’s on his knees he’s in a
submissive position, number two he’s being penetrated, and number three he’s doing it
voluntarily to a woman” says Breedlove in the The Tribe 8 documentary, Rise Above. 22 It is
important to note that Breedlove came out as a trans man after the making of this documentary
hence referring to himself as a woman in this quote. In 1994, Tribe 8 was invited to perform at
the famed (at the time) Michigan Womyn’s Music Festival and were welcomed with both
adoration but also disgust by women at the festival. The band’s predilection for performative
S&M concerned many festivalgoers who weren’t used to the in-your-face debauchery (albeit
playful) of Tribe 8’s presentation and even accused them of promoting violence against
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women. They were eventually invited back three more times but the schism caused by their
presence pointed to a need for a more open space outside of the conventional music and gay
worlds. Queercore provided that space. 23
Tracy and the Plastics are often associated with queercore, but they stand out because
their presentation is much more muted than other performers linked to the movement. Instead of
blatant sexuality in their aesthetic or lyrics, Tracy and the Plastics focus on the mundane, on
communication failures, and on the stretching out of time. And while this is a seemingly
formidable difference in terms of queer politics, this focus on the mundane is still deeply rooted
in queer artistic practices and serves as a clear rebuke of the hetero-corporatized pop world and
the mainstream gay world. In the program notes for her exhibition, Kelly, at the New Museum,
Greenwood says, “Cola was really sinking, settling into more of a mono-syllabic, deeper-voiced
way of being and talking. And Nikki also stretching out. Their sinking into time-drop-out,
extending space between words and thoughts was perhaps, most definitely a resistance, a pushback, a position amidst both the pop music pop culture fervor and the art world institution
fervor. ‘Produce, produce, produce and create more meaning!’ Wait a minute..” 24 Tracy and the
Plastics highlight a failure to produce easily sellable musical or artistic commodities. The lack of
fixed meaning in Greenwood’s lyrics further creates spaces for “unproductive” pauses – for
moments when nothing is happening. There is one particular video, “In Practice,” where Tracy
makes up the lyrics as she goes along, asking what rhymes with certain words so that it makes a
song. While she struggles with the lyrics, Nikki and Cola take command in the background with
23
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the music, sort of drowning her out. Greenwood’s work with Tracy and the Plastics sits in this
awkward middle zone where reality collided with fantasy/intentional reality. Her curiosity lies in
determining how the tension caused by that collision makes the characters feel, how it makes the
audience feel, and how it makes Greenwood feel. This space of collision forces inhabitants of
both spheres (reality and intentional reality) to interact, to question and adapt, to approach, as she
puts it, a means of “culture healing.” 25
“Play endows queercore participants with a space in which to resist and subvert the
materials of the dominant culture. It is a way of appropriating and turning against - of working
within the system in order to sabotage and undermine the cultural values which it holds up as
normative and ‘correct’.” 26 D. Robert DeChaine centers play as a key component to queercore’s
uniqueness. The Plastics’ world illustrates the above point. Nikki and Cola live inside a music
video, a space usually used as a capitalist tool to sell music. While artistic merit or cultural
significance can exist within that space, its primary and initial function is and was to sell
records. Nikki and Cola live inside this normative system in order to subvert its cultural
value. They sit, sometimes quietly and still within a DIY space, messily put together not to sell
music but to provide a queer intervention that butts up against capitalist convention and
logic. Instead of fast-paced editing and half-naked female bodies, Nikki and Cola move at a
deliberate pace and Greenwood positions the camera on their stilted, awkward and often
humorous exchanges. And what is the result of those choices? There is time for meditation,
contemplation and play. Tracy, the Plastics, and the audience are free to explore this strange
music video world and challenge what was once held sacred and acceptable. While Greenwood’s
choices may not be as aurally and verbally aggressive as many queercore acts, her subversion of
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cultural norms is just as acute. As a result, her Plastics are unabashed in their lackadaisical affect
which is their own sense of play. There is nothing happening in the outside room that can alter
their existence - it is set in stone (plastic) on video. Whether the audience, and Tracy for that
matter, likes it or not, their behaviors are emblazoned without self-editing on a large screen,
enveloping Tracy, the placeholder for normative “reality.” While Tracy certainly has her own
non-normative features, her very existence in the “real” world makes her vulnerable to
corruption or watering down. In fact, Greenwood has noted that originally Tracy was a
frontMAN who sported a mustache. However, as she got more and more comfortable
performing in front of people, that character faded, and Tracy really became closer to
Greenwood. 27 Obviously, Greenwood didn’t film all of Nikki and Cola’s parts in one sitting, so
their personalities can, and did change throughout the band’s run. However, in the moment of
performance, Nikki and Cola are safe from corruption and Tracy and the audience are assigned
to contend with that. And the tension and disruption that results from that is where Greenwood
seems interested in exploring.
All of Greenwood’s work is meant to be seen in a group setting, artist interacting with
audience. She says “The front interacts with the back in a way that emphasizes their equality and
the dependence on one another to dismantle their roles and prescribed boundaries” which for her
certainly includes the audience/performer relationship.

28

In this quote Greenwood refers to the

band (Tracy as the “front” and Nikki and Cola as the “back”) but one could also replace “front”
with artist and “back” with the audience. It’s these varied layers of interaction that Greenwood
seems interested in striving for. The constant exchange of energy from the “back” to the “front”
and vice versa muddles the strict division between performer and viewer. Importantly, when
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Greenwood performs her pieces in front of a live audience, she allows her performance to be
altered by their reaction. She often giggles alongside them, or adlibs lines in response to some
energy they present her. These moments of connection between her and the audience seem to
bring out Greenwood and she then observes Tracy and the Plastics from the outside, with the
audience. Their reaction gives her the chance to step out of the performance and interact with
the piece in a similar way that her audience engages with it. In turn, an audience, seeing how
their participation affects a performer creates a safe space for experimentation, exploration and
play. She democratizes the space, giving the audience agency to engage and alter the
performance. This is yet another example of boundaries being crossed and identities
commingling. It’s a queering of the space, no fixed boundaries, no set identities or ways of
being. It’s messy and everyone is figuring out the mess together.

Mikhail Bakhtin and “Carnivalesque”

Mikhail Bakhtin was an influential 20th century Russian philosopher and literary theorist.
Though Bakhtin’s writing focuses on literature (including Problems of Dostoevsky’s Poetics
where his oft-cited theory of “dialogism” was first introduced as well as his concept of the
“carnival” which I will elucidate here), his work has inspired scholars in many other disciplines.
Notably for my purposes here is Curran Nault, in his book Queercore: Queer Punk Media
Subculture. In it, Nault brings up Bakhtin’s analysis around the carnival and carnivalesque. In
1929, Bakhtin first wrote about the carnival and related it back to Dostoevsky’s work in the
aforementioned Problems of Dostoevsky’s Poetics. Bakhtin was looking at the medieval
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carnival traditions that provided a temporary “space in which hierarchies are provisionally
inverted and debased. Non-normative behaviour during these carnival or carnival-like moments
are allowed and moreso, celebrated. This is with the understanding that once the carnival is
over, life will go on normal as usual. These moments offer a respite.” 29 These were actual
events people could attend where no rules or hierarchies or social expectations were adhered to.
As a result of this subversion of cultural norms and power structures, there was a
democratization of the people. It was a space for free expression without a fear of recrimination.
Bakhtin split up the “carnival sense of the world” into 4 categories 30:
1. Free and familiar interaction between people...People who in life are separated by
impenetrable hierarchical barriers enter into free familiar contact on the carnival
square.
2. Eccentricity: It permits - in concretely sensuous form - the latent sides of human
nature to reveal and express themselves.
3. Carnivalistic misalliances: All things that were once self-enclosed, disunified,
distanced from one another by a noncarnivalistic hierarchical worldview are drawn
into carnivalistic contacts and combinations. Carnival brings together, unifies, weds,
and combines the sacred with the profane, the lofty with the low, the great with the
insignificant, the wise with the stupid.
4. Profanation: Carnivalistic blasphemies, a whole system of carnivalistic debasings and
bringings down to earth, carnivalistic obscenities linked with the reproductive power of
the earth and the body, carnivalistic parodies on sacred texts and sayings, etc. 31
For Nault, the core value of queercore is the possibility that occurs during “play,” in
particular the “carnivalesque” nature of the artists involved in the queercore movement. “While
not quite synonymous, queer and punk are energies with affective echoes and a potent
magnetism. Whenever and wherever they collide, fuses ignite.” 32 Bakhtin’s four carnival
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principles listed above provide an environment for play and these collisions, to
flourish. Carnivals, in the context of Nault’s queercore interpretation, represent moments and
spaces not just where villagers can have a week of excess and experimentation and then go back
to the normal day-to-day. For Nault’s queercore carnival, it is a new way of life going forward.
A common goal among queercore acts is “to articulate and circulate a set of oppositional
identities, mediated meanings and social practices for queers to occupy and engage within subcultural space.” 33 Through their music, art, politics, and other forms of expression, they create a
new queer world to inhabit with a new code of conduct that spits in the face of conventional life.
This is an ideal space for Greenwood’s Plastics to inhabit as their way of interacting with
the world and with each other upends convention. In Bakhtin’s own words, “Very characteristic
for carnival thinking is paired images, chosen for their contrast (high/low, fat/thin, etc) or for
their similarity (doubles/twins).” 34 Thus, this method of interacting with another version of
herself is inherently carnivalistic. As she said in a 2015 interview, Nikki and Cola were “more
aspirational than autobiographical. Nikki and Cola could do things and say things that I really
wanted to say and then through the doing and saying as Nikki and Cola could actually
incorporate as Wynne.” 35 Does Tracy also exist in the carnival, or is she an outside observer like
the audience watching her show in a gallery? The fact that Tracy exists in the “normal” reality
while Cola and Nikki are always part of the carnival causes a tension. It is a constant collision of
inside and outside, reality and fantasy. This collision doesn’t have much of an effect on the
Plastics, but it does manifest in Tracy’s often frustrated tone with the other women. And how
does this affect the audience? They have the opportunity to frolic inside the carnival, relate to
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Tracy’s real-world frustrations OR contend with the tension the collision of those two worlds
creates. Greenwood seems most interested in the latter. Her overarching goal is to use her
videos for “culture healing.” 36 She encourages people to always defend their queer body and
their radical politics, not just in a space where it is “safe” like the carnival. However, she also
depicts the tension and insecurities those connections can cause through Tracy’s reactions to
Nikki and Cola. The aspirational Plastics represent parts of Greenwood she hopes to hold onto
and defend in the “normal” world but knows they will always exist more freely in the
carnivalesque space of the performance. In fact, their origin story of being village girls who
collected pieces of plastic falling from the mountaintops and sold them in pawn shops has echoes
of a carnivalesque fairy tale. This aspirational, mythological space is the queer, feminist reality
Greenwood wants to inhabit and wants her audience to work toward. But they aren’t going to
get there by simply wishing it or idealizing it. There is work involved and obstacles both outside
and inside to overcome.
Going back to Bakhtin’s four carnival categories, I point to the third now: carnivalistic
misalliances. One of the key characteristics of the carnival is to bring together aspects of life that
are usually separated. Or echoing Greenwood’s own words, to “bring things together for a
second.” 37 For Greenwood, her performances bring together artist and audience, fabricated
reality with reality, band leader with backing band, performance art with pop culture
consumption, etc. Her work is all about the intersections and collisions of planes that are usually
kept very separate, or if not separate, have a clear hierarchical structure. Bakhtin’s world of the
carnival is an idealized utopia and while Greenwood’s project seemingly yearns for that result,
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her videos often illustrate the pitfalls along the way and the ways in which people, even those
engaged in the carnivalesque, can fall back into old patriarchal/normative patterns.
In addition to inhabiting a “normative” music video and sabotaging it from the inside,
Tracy and the Plastics occupy the space of “rock band” or “punk band.” There is a clear front
person emphasized by the band’s name, Tracy and the Plastics. Tracy is named, the other two
are not implying a power structure and a hierarchy. It also implies that Tracy is herself, not
plastic, is not manufactured and pliable. However, Greenwood takes this cultural convention and
deconstructs it from within. As Bakhtin states “the primary carnivalistic act is the mock
crowning and subsequent decrowning of the carnival king….The crowning/decrowning is a
dualistic ambivalent ritual, expressing the inevitability and at the same time the creative power of
the shift-and-renewal, the joyful relativity of all structure and order, of all authority and all
(hierarchical) position.” 38 Tracy’s bandleader role is constantly being undermined both by Nikki
and Cola’s words and actions as well as by the apparatus of the projections. It’s also worth
noting that the plastic band members, the ones who only exist from a machine’s projections often
have dominance over the flesh and blood and 3D Tracy. Greenwood is “playing” with various
conventions and while there is a lot of humor in her videos, the tensions and insecurities that
emerge from the various collisions make it a serious affair.
Greenwood has said, “Fundamentally, Tracy and the Plastics was about video and mass
media, about media’s messaging and how we hold that in our bodies, how we create and hold our
identities. There was something very physical about the way I wanted to work with the
technology.” 39 The collisions that she creates gives her and her audience the chance to bust
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through those mass media-heavy identities both in their bodies and psyche and find another
direction to express themselves. Her messaging is filled with false starts, pauses and awkwardly
timed moments. There is no perfect sheen, flawless audio and perfectly manicured
bodies. These are bodies constantly in flux and transformation and aware of their own
flaws. When reviewing Greenwood’s more recent installation, MORE HEADS (where
Greenwood “uses sculptural heads as characters, putting them into conversation with each other
to explore internalized cultural violence, peace, artificiality and performance.”) 40, Elspeth
Walker said “This feminist technique of hacking the method of media production as a way to
control our own technological reproduction has stuck with me as a powerful tool
for resistance.”41 Walker’s statement was in reference to Greenwood recommending people use
their phone to film themselves if they didn’t have a camera handy. Importantly too, is
Greenwood’s habit of creating “self-drawn landscapes'' to immerse her characters into. This
certainly all relates back to the initial idea around Tracy and the Plastics, the film that was to
feature young women taking pieces of plastic that fell from the mountaintops to create new
versions of themselves and their environment. We have the ability to take existing media forms
and technology and attach it to our image to our own liking and thereby control how we are
reproduced in the public space. It’s akin to the Women’s Army in Lizzie Borden’s film BORN
IN FLAMES (1983) taking over the television station, which has been used as a propaganda tool
for the corrupt Socialist administration, to turn the tables and spread their message using the very
same medium that has been aiding in their oppression as women, and particularly as women of
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color. 42 Borden’s film and Greenwood’s music videos both hack media technology as a tool to
create fabricated utopian feminist worlds. Bakhtin’s concept of profanation comes into play here
as both sets of women take a sacred form of media technology (TV production or music video)
and parody their patriarchal function to further these fabricated worlds.
Additionally, Greenwood uses the music video, a genre that is often a space of
exploitation of women’s bodies, as a space for queer feminist exploration. There are certainly
artists who use the medium for more creative and complex purposes, but much of the female
imagery in commercial music videos at the time of Tracy and the Plastics objectified the female
anatomy as eye candy alone. Now, Greenwood takes that medium and puts her own queer,
feminist spin on it. Not only does she lengthen the form to include feminist monologues and
sometimes incoherent conversations between the three women, she centers women in the
narrative and as musicians and gives them the chance to overtake the medium by repeatedly
breaking the fourth wall. Also, Tracy interacting with the music video representation of the
Plastics is a way for her, and the audience, to comment on what is happening on screen. It also
gives the people within the frame the chance to comment on what is happening outside that
frame. This scenario provides Greenwood the power to determine the boundaries of the allimportant frame – the line of demarcation between reality and fiction, agency and
commodification, etc. She deconstructs the value and validity of that line by constantly jumping
back and forth and around it. The front is colliding with the back and breaks that fourth wall the
audience is so trained to adhere to. This allows for new ways of thinking, new ways of seeing
media forms on screen, new ways of interpreting technological reproduction of bodies. It’s also
queering the medium, making those lines of demarcation more fluid and inclusive. No longer is
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the audience the sole judge of what’s onscreen – the artist herself has the ability and agency to
comment on her own work while inhabiting it. The absolute driving force is the queer femaleidentifying artist who has full reigns of the visual, sonic and spatial planes. She leaves the door
open and welcomes a reactive audience but at that point, her part of the work is done and
anything they take from that work is of value for her purpose. Any collision is a welcome one
because it brings about rethinking and possibly positive change.
Greenwood’s queercore principles and sound, mingled with her video artist sensibilities
to immortalize the “carnival” by putting it on video and sharing in galleries, music venues and
eventually online. The carnivalesque experience shouldn’t be the once-a-year tradition that
Bakhtin specifically analyzed, but rather a way of life that thrives and can bring fulfillment and
success to people. Her videos are a jumping off point for that new reality and even more
importantly a place to recognize the tension that exists when the two worlds collide or
intersect. This culture healing isn’t easy work, but it’s a noble goal that she hopes all will take a
part in fulfilling.

Pause: Physical and Virtual Encounters
“With the band, I created a situation in which I would physically encounter video versions of
myself. I was forced to negotiate and coordinate my body, my responses and timing to share
space and time with these characters.” 43
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This quote from Greenwood illustrates the physical quality and coordination required to perform
as Tracy and the Plastics. Because Nikki and Cola were recorded prior, Tracy’s remarks had to
be properly timed in order to have a believable conversation or performance with her
bandmates. The earlier videos where Nikki and Cola only existed silently on small TV screens,
provided more opportunity for improvisation as well as the opportunity to ignore the other girls
and continue in any way Tracy chose. The later green screen projections force Greenwood to
keep the trio in constant connection both visually and aurally. Greenwood as Tracy had to hit
her “mark” both in front of the screen and in her conversations with the girls. These
requirements force Greenwood to really listen to what Nikki and Cola are saying and really see
how they move in their bodies and how they interact with each other and with Tracy. This is
particularly challenging when Greenwood took the act on the road and performed live in front of
an audience – sometimes in a gallery or art space and sometimes in a music venue or
bar. Greenwood must contend not only with all the technical components of such a performance
– the video playing smoothly, the projection working properly, the microphone volume correct,
etc - but the audience reaction mentioned earlier also brings another element to the performance,
one that could disrupt the precise timing the performances sometimes required. In her
performances, she is often facing the audience but must still be aware of what’s happening on the
screen. Therefore, she has to visually engage with unpredictable reactions of the audience while
keeping up with what’s occurring on screen. In 2002, Tracy and the Plastics performed at the
Capitol Theater in Olympia, WA for Homo a Gogo, a queer music/film/performance fest
benefitting the city’s Gender Varian Health Project. 44 There is a short clip of the performance
where Greenwood has to contend with a more vocal crowd than what one might find in a gallery
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space. Greenwood as Tracy is much looser and more reactive to the audience’s energy than with
other smaller performances. There is a moment in the performance when Nikki said she thinks
she’s getting sick and Cola says “yes, I feel a little hoarse” and an image of a small horse is on
the screen, leading to audience laughter. Greenwood giggles at their reaction to her silly visual
joke in a way I hadn’t seen her do in other, more contained, live performances. This event in
particular centered queer voices that were often marginalized and celebrated difference. This
was a relatively safe space made of queer folks and punk enthusiasts who were open to
Greenwood’s invitation for collaboration and engagement. These types of spaces allowed for
greater experimentation on her part as her own vulnerability performing in front of a crowd was
fairly protected. Therefore, one can imagine why Greenwood’s presentation was almost
giddy. This is her ideal environment, especially as it takes place in a popular movie theater, not
buried within an elite space or hidden in an underground venue. 45
As mentioned earlier, in the early Tracy and the Plastics videos, Nikki and Cola were
confined to their own TV sets and acted mainly as set pieces – quietly playing their instruments
while Tracy took center stage. In some of those videos they didn’t play instruments at all, they
simply existed on these tiny screens. Then Greenwood employed the use of green screen when
filming her parts as Nikki and Cola. “The green-screen stuff started in 2002. It was important to
my work. There was so much layering going on already, performance on top of performance, and
then the green-screen environments allowed me to create portals to cut through those layers.” 46
The portals that Greenwood creates often introduce a “real world” or familiar element to the
videos. An image of the White House, a hotel room, a car radio emitting words from a past
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documentary, etc. In one video the plastics are in a bus while on tour. 47 Cola is next to the
window and through the window we see the White House (see Figure 1.2). The girls are
confused because they are in Arizona, but the White House is suddenly visible. In addition, it
keeps reappearing through the window and Tracy asks “Did we just go in a circle? Is that
another one?” Nikki asks “Is that, is this where the President lives?” and then Tracy asks the
audience the same question (see Figure 1.1). These images are interesting because they may pull
the audience out of the experience of these carefully crafted landscapes back into reality. Why
does Greenwood choose to incorporate them? It’s another collision – a collision of the real and
the fantasy. Greenwood also takes one of the US’ greatest patriarchal symbols and relocates it to
a world made up of misfit musicians, art happenings and awkward feminist conversation. And
when that image appears, the girls continually question it, asking if it’s the real thing, if it’s in
the right place, etc. “The symbols of authority that are handed over to the newly crowned king
and the clothing in which he is dressed - all become ambivalent and acquire a veneer of joyful
relativity...” 48. Here, Bakhtin describes the ritual in carnival of the mock crowning/decrowning
of a carnival “king.” Within the carnival, there is no hierarchy, so this practice is purely to mock
and celebrate that, in this world, there is no solitary king or leader or voice of
authority. Similarly, Greenwood re-positions the White House, a symbol of governmental
leadership, as something to be questioned and even made fun of. They question its authenticity
and its singular nature. Therefore, even though the inclusion of the White House may jolt the
audience into “reality” it also leaves them questioning it as an esteemed symbol. From this
collision, there is yet another questioning of the status quo. It creates a new context for these
real-world images to inhabit which leads to new understandings of their meaning and value.
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Figure 1.1. Still from Tracy + the Plastics (2001), #1

Figure 1.2. Still from Tracy + the Plastics (2001), #2

In the video “World,” Cola encourages the audience to clap in unison. When it seems
they are not obliging wholly, Tracy asks them to “pretend that you’re in the grocery store having
to defend your queer body or your radical politics. Or that you’re sitting next to someone you
just met or someone you’ve known your whole life and you’re trying to figure out an accessible
language for you to use together. Or you’re sitting in a theater watching a video. Just don’t
stop. Don’t stop.” In this one moment, Tracy brings the audience into the action of the Plastics
and confronts them for their unwillingness to do so. And then she steps outside of the action to
acknowledge that they are in a theater watching a video. And that that action can be just as
powerful as “defending your queer body” at the grocery store or figuring out how best to
communicate with the people in your life. The very act of engaging with a piece of art or a
stretch of video can be an environment to claim your space as a “radical” or however else you
identify. Additionally, Tracy points out the constant fight a queer feminist person is engaged in
and she encourages them to fight through the obstacles and “don’t stop” fighting. This relates
back to the carnival. Defending your queer body and shopping for groceries at the same time
may not be an everyday occurrence or one that is deemed “appropriate.” But within the playful
carnivalesque world it absolutely is and goes back to the idea of the “misalliances” - things
29

which normally are separate are allowed and encouraged to connect at the carnival. While
audience participation may seem a far cry from defending your body, Greenwood provides little
openings of behavior that may make you normally feel uncomfortable but show you that there
can be great benefits to engaging in that behavior. 49
In the same video, both Nikki and Cola ask Tracy to start calling them Nicole from now
on and, while a bit confused, she obliges (Nikki & Cola do both sound like nicknames for
Nicole). Tracy’s body is shrouded by a dark image on the video screen that she is standing in
front of (see Figure 2). They seem to be allying against her in a way and are both singing along
with Tracy which generally doesn’t happen. Her role seems to be diminishing. Both her image
and her voice are fading into the mechanisms of the video footage and audio. Therefore, in this
one short video, Greenwood illustrates her own inner self-esteem struggles alongside the notion
that engagement with art can be a radical act and can elicit change and revolution.

Figure 2. Still from World (2004) with Tracy, Nikki & Cola

Music videos had existed for nearly 20 years once Greenwood began her project and
many female musical artists had taken advantage of that format and flourished. Outside of the
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corporate gloss of commercialized videos existed a wide variety of creative output from women
in the industry from Kate Bush to Riot Grrrl. They bucked popular trends and took control of
their creative output. For Greenwood and others that came out of this tradition, she wore her
DIY nature on her sleeve. The videos were entirely shot in a bedroom or studio, her music was
mostly written and produced in her bedroom and the perfunctory nature of the cutouts and
editing are front and center along with the awkward and sometimes wrongly timed exchanges
between members of the band. She creates a special space that is separate from the dominant
corporate world of MTV. Not only does she create that space on her own within her
bedroom/studio, she takes that space on the road to share it with other people searching for a
space to feel comfortable within. Greenwood’s emphasis on the pause comes to the front
here. She not only videotapes and performs performances of her written songs, she also
highlights the exchanges that occur within the Plastics. And very often those exchanges are full
of pauses and stops. Greenwood allows for moments of reflection, stretching out of time,
illustrations of boredom, etc on the screen. For her, these are important moments for the
audience to feel engaged with the work. “I think paused video can be a really important part of
video work and production and audience viewing/comprehension which leads to individual
action. I’m not talking about a video still. Let’s get that straight. I always thought I was until I
found out I wasn’t. There’s a big difference. Paused video is good for the soul. It’s physical. It’s
a participation.” 50
In the article CAN YOU PAUSE THAT FOR A SECOND? Greenwood says about why
she continues the Tracy and the Plastics project, “I make this happen because there’s a space I’m
moving around in. And it’s a hot space, it’s breathing and imagining and producing revolution,
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culture, passion. It’s the same space as a video paused. It’s the same space as the spoon suction
in the separated peanut butter/oil mix. These spaces ask us to bring things together for a
second.” (emphasis added)

51

That final line encapsulates much of what this work is about for

Greenwood: a space to collide various parts of herself, different media forms, audience and
performer, etc. In order for a revolution to take place, a conflict and collision between differing
ways of thinking must occur, often violently. For Greenwood, her work seems to be a personal
revolution and the pause, the moment of collision, allows her audience to participate for their
own gain. Bringing back Greenwood influence Gregg Bordowitz, the artist should “employ
forms of entertainment that engage the critical skills of an audience, galvanizing the potential for
collective action.” 52 Greenwood does that here through the pause and collisions. She creates
holes for the audience to fill in and in the process, they may be able to overthrow some ruling
thought in their psyche that has been holding them back. A revolution is a sudden change in
direction toward a new way of thinking or being and the pause is on the path toward that. Rather
than Greenwood performing as Wynne, she chooses three vastly different personas to embody,
essentially overthrowing Wynne temporarily, and perhaps even permanently. Again, the
carnivalesque comes into play. The principle of “free and familiar interaction” is illustrated by
Greenwood interacting with different spatial and temporal versions of herself. Normally those
different time periods are separated but in the Plastics’ world, they come together and are able to
interact.
In a 2001 video, the women are performing in front of a yellow wall. There is a moment
when Cola reveals to Tracy that she wrote a song and would like her to sing it – Cola “never
writes songs.” She attempts to hand Tracy the lyrics but instead throws them and Tracy doesn’t
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know where they went (see Figure 3). She tells the girls that they are driving her crazy and she
is “so getting a new band.” Because Cola and Tracy exist in different time spaces, they cannot
pass objects between one another and the attempt to do that causes frustration for Tracy. Perhaps
Greenwood is expressing the frustration she feels when trying to connect various parts of herself
together. Her attempts to keep her compartments harmonized don’t always turn out
successfully. As a result of that lack of harmony, Tracy immediately wants to separate
completely from the band rather than work out the conflict. This feeling is fleeting and is
matched visually with an image of a head banging rocker, but then quickly goes back to the
Plastics, and Tracy seems to have moved beyond her frustration. There are similar moments in
other videos where the women try to touch each other, and the results are humorous – one in
particular finds Tracy trying to hug Nikki. In the same video, Greenwood airs out a few
insecurities the women (read: she) are experiencing, namely not being considered “radical” or
“modern” enough. First Cola relays to the women an exchange she had the night before with a
man at a gas station who said “excuse me, excuse me, but you know you’ll never be
modern. Well, you did grow up in a suburb, didn’t you?” Nikki is especially horrified by the
comment and Cola explains that she was about to tell him off when Tracy and Nikki walked into
the gas station and she left. Therefore, Nikki and Tracy’s presence in Cola’s experience both
calmed everything down but also lessened her instincts to fight back and defend herself. Minutes
later, Tracy lets Nikki know that someone in the audience said Nikki wasn’t very radical after
which Nikki reveals a scab in the shape of the woman symbol, she received after falling while
hanging her art. How’s THAT for radical? Therefore, in these moments a member of the
patriarchy and a member of the public questioned the women’s authenticity and ability to be
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radical. In their efforts to defend their radical nature, they turned to one another for support and
encouragement. 53

Figure 3. Still from Tracy + the Plastics (2001)
with Cola and Tracy
In a 2002 clip, Tracy meets Nikki walking down the street with her keyboard. Nikki lets
her know she’s finishing up a painting series and when Tracy asks why, Nikki says, “Well I
guess it’s in an effort to understand why women sabotage their own success and happiness and
make fun of their own art.” When Nikki shows her one of the pieces, Tracy tells her the art
doesn’t look finished and that it resembles paint by numbers which Nikki responds by saying “oh
yeah, well you flunked band class in fifth grade. What was that song you made up anyways? It
was like ‘gonna get married to a girl and be really modern.’ How did it go?” Tracy sounds
annoyed and hurt and insists it did not go like that and Nikki claims to remember and begins
playing the song on her keyboard. This is yet another instance of the women’s insecurities being
fleshed out – though this time the accusations of generic art, bad songwriting and musical skills,
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and a faux radical nature emerge from the women themselves. Greenwood, through the Plastics,
mocks her musical ability, her artistic ability, her political awareness and her queerness. 54
In an interview with Venus Magazine, Greenwood talked about her early insecurity of not
being a “real” musician – not having trained or practiced extensively to master a particular
musical form. She had the capabilities but not the time. Instead, she turned to electronic music
because “I see exactly how I want a song to go and with electronic instruments I make that
happen.” 55 The electronic medium offers a sense of control for Greenwood that she lacks in the
classical or traditional fields. She has the ability to put all the pieces together exactly as she
wants. She can manipulate the sounds to create the mood and message she wants and does not
have to be bogged down by a lack of technique or prowess. There is obviously skill required to
run the technology in a creative and meaningful way, but the margin for error is much
slimmer. Electronic music is also largely about sampling which fits nicely into the idea of
identities merging and being deconstructed and arranged in various patterns. She can take on
new appendages (like the plastic pieces from the mountains) while at the same time maintaining
her own person. The additional pieces create a space for exploration, introspection and just
good old-fashioned fun. In addition, her choice to portray all three members of the band also
points to this idea of control and comfort. She does not have to rely on other people to make a
project work or worry about their egos getting in the way. If something goes wrong, she only
has herself to blame.
In a unique video, Greenwood steps out of the Tracy role very deliberately to comment
on why she does these videos and what they represent. In the middle of the performance, the
video screen is paused and she says, while looking at the audience, “often when I take the stage
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as Traci I start to doubt my relationship to the audience so when I pause the video it’s a space to
ask “what is happening here? What can happen here? With all of us together”. Then the video
plays again with Cola saying she’s going to quit the band if Traci says another joke – Traci
assures her that wasn’t a joke, but then Nikki comes in and starts a joke like “what do you call a
drummer who’s mad…” and Cola walks out with Nikki putting up a sign “drummer wanted.” So
while Greenwood, stepping out of the performance talks about the importance of a pause and its
ability to create a space of introspection and conversation between her and the audience about
what is happening, that does not happen within this space. The video immediately comes back
and interrupts that process and Greenwood is once again Tracy. Why is that? Is her goal just to
make the audience ponder those questions even while the video continues? Perhaps that’s why
paused video is more powerful for Greenwood than a video still. In her words “it’s physical, it’s
participation.” 56 Again, it’s that collision moment. It’s fast and furious – a video still will
always remain a video still and the moment for contemplation is as long or short as you want it
to be. A paused video is more unpredictable and thus the effects of its collision with the
audience and with Greenwood are more felt and lasting. The length of the pause is unknown so
the need to take advantage of that space to ask, “what’s happening? What can be happening?” is
more urgent and will likely lead to more actual results. No time for delay. 57
“When an individual in a marginalized group talks to a recorded image of themselves it
empowers the individual to open the door to the understanding and celebration that
he/she/they can be deliberate. IT is an interaction with the fragmented self, by
fragmented I mean a cohesive identity that is constructed by different and often
conflicting parts of society, culture and life that we relate to because popular culture has
no whole identity to offer its audience other than one that resembles the ruling
class…Tracy means front in some language…a Tracy and the Plastics performance is an
attempt to destroy the inherent hierarchical dynamic of those spaces by placing as much
56
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importance on the video images, the Plastics as the live performer, Tracy. The front
interacts with the back in a way that emphasizes their equality and the dependence on one
another to dismantle their roles and prescribed boundaries.” 58
In this compelling statement, Greenwood makes another clear connection to Mikhail Bakhtin and
his theories of monologism versus dialogism. 59 While these terms mainly concerned literature
and language, it was the exchange of ideas and dialogue that occurs through language that are
central. Monologism is characterized as language that comes from one “dominant” perspective
that in turn determines all meaning. Anything that doesn’t fit neatly into this perspective is
deemed irrelevant. On the other hand, dialogism consists of language created from a multitude
of perspectives, so the importance of constant dialogue is large. Writing in Problems of
Dostoevsky’s Poetics, Bakhtin says “The dramatic whole is, as we have pointed out, in this
respect monologic; Dostoevsky's novel is dialogic. It is constructed not as the whole of a single
consciousness, absorbing other consciousnesses as objects into itself, but as a whole formed by
the interaction of several consciousnesses, none of which entirely becomes an object for the
other; this interaction provides no support for the viewer who would objectify an entire event
according to some ordinary monologic category (thematically, lyrically or cognitively)- and this
consequently makes the viewer also a participant.” 60 For Bakhtin, dialogic language could and
did lead to not only a more open and egalitarian society but created real change and revolution.
For Greenwood, a world with one prescribed perspective will not do - the ruling class
will only create oppression, suppression and depression. A world where many views are given
equal weight and space to maneuver is the only way for everyone to survive and thrive. And
with her band she illustrates this notion. She could have just recorded herself performing the
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songs and monologues and featured her cutouts, but instead she chose to create a community of
voices within herself to illustrate her ideal world. This is a world where conflict and collisions
will surely occur, but where the result of those collisions will bore ever-evolving new realities
rather than forcing one “correct” way of being. It eliminates the individual perspective, even
within one person. Pluralism is a key goal of Greenwood’s in all respects. “Carnival is a pageant
without footlights and without a division into performers and spectators. In carnival, everyone is
an active participant, everyone communes in the carnival act.” 61 Her dialogic ideal exists in the
everyday world as well as within her own mind and identity. Her dialogical experience as Tracy
and the Plastics undercuts the notion that, as Eduardo Kac argues, the “‘individual’ [artist] is a
discrete psychological entity and not a dialogical subject in perpetual negotiation with others.” 62
Kac points out here that in the art world, art is usually presented as a piece of work solely created
from the artist’s mind and only theirs. The artwork does not acknowledge the constant
interactions said artist experiences and is influenced by in their life. Greenwood’s portrayal of
all members of the band illustrates that artworks are “lived experiences,” not static or neat
conclusions captured for all time. Art is messy because interactions and collisions are messy,
and these interactions and collisions are what bore these works.

Continued Collaborations
Greenwood also collaborated with the band Le Tigre as director of several of their music
videos, some of which played during their live shows. One such video, “Hot Topic,” exemplifies
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the zine-like quality to her video collage and cutout work as well as the intersecting nature of
identities and influences. The Le Tigre song is an anthem honoring influential female musicians,
artists, writers and activists by naming them in the song. Greenwood complements the naming
with images of the women’s work - their book covers, album covers, photographs, etc. in a
moving collage. The aesthetic once again employs cutouts pasted together like one would see in
a zine or in Tracy and the Plastics videos. In addition, Greenwood directs the images in the
collage to interact with each other in an interesting way. Each image is framed by a set of other
images that wipe across the screen to reveal the next image. Some of the stationary images then
become part of the moving frame. In figures 4.1 and 4.2 you can see her method of connecting
the artists – Joan Jett remains on the screen while Aretha Franklin and The Shangri-Las alternate
positions. Also, in figures 5.1 and 5.2 is another example – this time with Joan Armatrading as
the bridge between various artists. This tactic stresses the interplay and influence between the
various women and that a common thread unites them all. As a new trailblazer emerges, her
predecessors are still very much present, still doing their work, still influencing. They are always
in constant dialogue. All of the various “waves” communicate with one another, whether they
like it or not. One flows into the next. A frame is what holds a picture up, creates the image’s
structure and provides it with a space to be displayed. Greenwood’s framing device here
emphasizes the reality of women holding each other up, building a structure through their
communication and activism and creating a space where their works and words can be heard,
seen and elevated. Also included in the “frame” images are modes of communication: a
telephone, a microphone, a floppy disk, and zine-making materials. This again stresses the
exchange of information and knowledge between women of different generations, modes of
expression, classes, races, etc. The lyrics of the song insist that the listener “don’t stop” which is
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mimicked in the constant stream of women’s achievements. Therefore, like her Tracy and the
Plastics videos, “Hot Topic” employs multiple planes of action that interact with each
other. Neither plane is dominant and instead a democratized space exists. The pause exists here
as well, though much more subtly. Greenwood provides a brief space for the viewer to reflect on
the ways in which the women’s work intersects, collides with and influences the others’ work
before shifting the frame once again.
In this space, revolution can once again take place because the visual aid, complemented
by Kathleen Hanna’s powerful vocal yelling out the women’s names, creates new contexts for
the women represented. They are no longer isolated to their particular field or directed audience,
they are in communion with the other women of the world who are using their words and work
to create change and a new understanding. In this piece, like in Tracy and the Plastics, collisions
occur throughout. Hanna’s vocal collides with Greenwood’s images while at the same time
those images collide with one another. Time periods collide, modes of communication
collide. And once again, Bakhtin’s “Free and familiar interaction between people'' is
illustrated. Women that weren’t even alive at the same time or worked in entirely different fields
are in conversation with one another. The “superstars'' and the “undergrounds'' all commingle in
this glowing tribute. 63
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Figure 4.1. Still from Hot Topic video, #1

Figure 5.1. Still from Hot Topic video, #3

Figure 4.2. Still from Hot Topic video, #2

Figure 5.2. Still from Hot Topic video, #4

Why They Matter
The Tracy and the Plastics project came at a transition period for media representation
and the consumption of mediated images of bodies. While Greenwood certainly owes a debt to
the zine-making of early ‘90s Riot Grrrl, she also created these videos at a moment when Internet
41

aesthetics were emergent, but prior to the dominance of social media and high-quality cameras
on mobile phones that had a built-in selfie feature. Greenwood and Tracy and the Plastics are
important to evaluate because this project occurred on the heels of the advent of the social
media/YouTube boom, when the modes of production for creators became much more
accessible. The huge technological leaps of webcams and then mobile phones with cameras
created a cultural shift where many people and especially young queer people used these
technologies to express their feelings and share their life and interests. In particular, the
YouTube/TikTok worlds are an interesting postscript to Greenwood’s project because the creator
is often the subject of the videos and they have an ability to create worlds that they and their
audience can explore. The live aspect of a Tracy and the Plastics show is absent (though there
are “live” capabilities in many platforms that have engagement opportunities such as chat
functions) but many of these creators have an audience that feels absolutely connected to their
work. Interestingly, the “beauty guru” world of YouTube can be one such space. For instance,
popular YouTube creator Nikkie de Jager (otherwise known as NikkieTutorials online) is a
prime example. She is a trans woman who uses her channel in various ways: makeup tutorials,
celebrity interviews and direct address storytelling about her life. While this may seem a far cry
from Greenwood’s very avant-garde stylings, it is important to put Greenwood in the context of
DIY media production. For creators like de Jager, makeup is an art form, and she has said many
times that makeup has saved her life. In her video titled, “I’m Coming Out” (that currently has
over 36 million views) where she comes out publicly for the first time as trans, she says she has
always believed in “the power of makeup, the power of transforming myself. I’ve always
wanted to live in a world where I saw myself as me, as Nikkie, as a woman, as a girl. This was
my way out. I started my channel when I still got bullied for a lot of this. This was my free
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world where I could truly be me.” 64 For de Jager, and other queer creators like her, her YouTube
videos were a space for her to fully engage with her true self and to share it with others in the
hope to inspire the same from her viewers. While the content may be very different from
Greenwood’s, the intention of queer world building is the same.
For a project that is all about examining “how we create and hold our identities” via mass
media, these are important distinctions. 65 As detailed in her ArtForum interview, Greenwood’s
own evolution of Tracy and the Plastics project progressed in her uses of media. Beginning with
Tracy in front of two TVs, moving into projections and finally incorporating green screen
features, each progression moved her closer to full immersion with the Plastics. When it was just
Tracy in front of the two television sets, there was a safe distance between personas, but with the
projections and green screen everything was happening on the same canvas, layered on top of
one another, including Tracy with the Plastics. It was a collapsing of hierarchy; the back began
to dominate the front by the nature of their large projections and ability to cover Tracy with their
bodies.
The videos also bring to mind her question, “where is the individual life in relation to the
group self?” 66 Could Nikki and Cola go on without Tracy? Does Tracy have an identity outside
of the Plastics? People often speak of groups as “communities” – the lesbian community, the
Black community, the Muslim community, etc. The groups that fall within this notion of
“community” are often in the minority and disenfranchised and their community bond is what
allows the individuals to survive. Is Greenwood trying to figure out where her community
“selves” intersect and how they can work together but also work against each other? And why
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does she tackle this investigation through the use of music and video art? In “World,” Tracy is
visually swallowed up by the audacious Nikki and Cola who in turn diminish their own
individual identities when demanding to both be called Nicole and sing in unison. Was this the
goal all along or is this a cautionary tale? Video and music could also be seen as “communities”
whose intersections have created masterpieces of expression or commercial drivel depending on
who you’re asking. Greenwood’s Plastics videos are filled with people, identities, aesthetics,
media forms, words, time periods and music intersecting, collaborating and conflicting. And
what does all this mean when she takes the Plastics on the road? How does the live audience fit
in? Perhaps she is figuring out if what she created and experienced in her room, is something
that is viable in “real life” outside those protected walls. Can it endure a judgmental audience or
her own insecurities? There is an interview with Greenwood where she said when performing
with the Plastics one night in a particular part of the country, she held back on the queer content
of the show because she didn’t think the audience would get it. She learned that this lack was
visible from the audience when a viewer told her never to do that again – to censor something or
water down content because of judgments or insecurities she had of the audience based on
preconceived notions. She valued that feedback and took it forward with her. She says this
comment, “was a totally profound huge learning moment for me.” 67 This would presumably
offer her more confidence in pursuing her examination of the collision between reality and the
carnival and the tension that collision causes. Her love of the pause fits nicely here because
when a pause occurs in her videos it acts as a time for all the various “communities” floating in
the air to stop, observe and figure out where to go next. How to arrange themselves within the
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larger group after their collisions. It may not always work out as planned but it’s a space for
reflection and in that time of reflection, harmony and change can occur.
When one encounters and interacts with their image, an understanding of the various
parts of that person can take place. One sees parts of themselves they were not aware of or did
not like. Interacting with that portion of your personality and identity can help bridge the
disparity between who you think you are and who you actually are. When the parts are
interacting, both those in the front and the back, the whole can see its full potential and drop its
hold on fixed ways of being and subscribe to a more fluid (queer) and balanced nature. It also
gives the artist the chance to experiment and explore and try out new modes of presenting herself
to see which fits. While this presents a more open environment for exploration, there are still
risks involved in this type of direct interaction with an unknown audience and revealing this
much of herself. Like the carnival, the misalliances and mixing of people and things not
normally connected, can lead to tension or even danger. But the opportunity to experiment
freely is provided. The same goes for various media forms that Greenwood employs. By
allowing music video, electronic music, video art and performance to interact the artist is freed
of the limitations set by those mediums by themselves and instead is given the opportunity to see
how they work together – or don’t. It also helps to challenge the limits of each medium. The
music video is no longer exclusively a capitalist tool of consumption, the electronic recording
can also be a political anthem, some video art is not tied so strongly to form, etc. In addition,
calling Greenwood projected selves “the plastics” points out their pliable/artificial nature. To
look at Nikki or Cola on her own would surely be gazing into a caricature’s thoughts, but
watching them interact highlights the nuances, vulnerabilities and strength of each
characterization. Their images are malleable, especially in the presence of Tracy, when the back
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interacts with the front. However, the front represented by Tracy is often in a direct or indirect
conflict with Nikki, Cola or both, again subverting the hierarchical structure of the band.
Why did Greenwood choose to portray Tracy in all live performances? Why couldn’t
Nikki and Cola be live and in 3D sometimes? Tracy is the lead singer so her need to be “in
front” makes sense. However, since part of Greenwood’s project is deconstructing that notion, it
would have been interesting to see the band from Nikki or Cola’s perspective. Alas, they do not
and cannot exist in the “real” world. They continuously collide with Tracy’s real world but they
can never inhabit it. Nikki and Cola exist in a plane where anything can be said and done - the
plane of the carnival. Tracy inhabits a unique position where she seemingly straddles two worlds
- the world of the carnival where her bandmates exist and the physical world where the audience
exists. She is the anchor for the audience to imagine these new ways of being and to welcome
the collisions inherent in blending these two worlds. Therefore, she must stay in the “front” as
the conduit for the audience to the carnivalesque world where Nikki and Cola exist. Part of
Greenwood’s band deconstruction project is showing the flaws within even the most wellintentioned feminist enterprise. Jealousies arise, alliances form, often one member of the band is
shown the most adoration. Tracy always being front and center, despite her loyalty to her
bandmates will always be a fact. The “voice” of the band will always garner more
attention. And despite the feminist attempt to deconstruct authority, these normative roles often
remain, though they can get complicated.
Greenwood is also deconstructing the notion of the “front woman” by making Tracy the
meekest of the three. Thereby, the convention of the “front” being superior to or more powerful
and confident than the “back” is also called into question. Why should there ever be a contest of
power, confidence and presence anyway? In an interview with Johanna Fateman, Greenwood
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describes the tension that always existed among the Plastics. Nikki and Cola often challenged
Tracy because of her position as band “leader” or front woman. Greenwood recalls the first time
Cola spoke directly to Tracy was as a challenge to her authority. She was wearing the same
outfit as Tracy and was wearing a headband that said “Tracy” on it. When Tracy inquired why
she was wearing her outfit, Cola replied “Well, anybody can do what you’re doing.” Greenwood
says “this exchange was a way to establish the band’s questioning of authority. Who’s the
leader? And why? And what’s that about?” 68 They were challenging the validity of creative
hierarchy that comes when creating a band in the same way Bakhtin’s carnival goers mock and
decrown the so-called king. Nikki and Cola’s “micro” collisions with Tracy work to push away
this idea of front and back in favor of a more democratized space – though that is difficult to
come by in their 2D world vs Traci’s 3D. Tracy’s confrontations with Nikki and Cola’s video
images again act as a metaphor for the confrontations caused by the colliding worlds of the
carnival and reality. They are trying to fit their body and mind into a world that has already
decided how they should maneuver within it. The video screen Tracy plays opposite is a wall of
noise that never changes their script, and she is left to flail in her attempts to connect with it. It
also demonstrates that even in a band’s attempts to be “radical”, they still often fall into typical
hierarchical roles that can cause tension, or worse, break ups. Therefore, we need to
continuously work toward creating these changes, continuously collide with the status quo, even
within our own progressive communities.
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Conclusion
Wynne Greenwood’s Tracy and the Plastics is a project employing simple, DIY sets,
costumes and songs, in order to bring about culture shifting and healing change. It may sound
like an unlikely outcome for such an unpretentious project, but Greenwood’s ambitions remained
large. Central to these ambitious goals was Greenwood’s reliance on collisions and alternate
temporalities and using those as the space for change. Thoughtful change requires reflection and
contemplation, so Greenwood opts for performances full of pauses rather than the fast-paced inyour-face aesthetic of many other fellow queercore acts. This brings to mind Adrienne Rich’s
“Cartographies of Silence” that states, in part:
The technology of science
The rituals, the etiquette
the blurring of terms
silence not absence
of words or music or even
raw sounds
Silence can be a plan
rigorously executed
the blueprint to a life
It is a presence
it has a history a form
Do not confuse it
with any kind of absence 69
Silence, or a pause, is not the end of something or a space of absence or nothingness. It is an
actionable moment in time that can lead to something momentous. As Greenwood says, the
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pause is a moment to ask “what is happening here? What can happen here? With all of us
together.” Within the pause is a place for planning, contemplating, and coming together and here,
for Greenwood, is where the possibility for change occurs.
Queercore was a movement bucking the trends of both the punk and the gay worlds creating a space for freaky queers to thrive and survive. They took on, whether consciously or
not, the characteristics of the carnival as described by Mikhail Bakhtin. A place where societal
and hierarchical norms were turned upside down and debauchery was celebrated. In Bakhtin’s
carnival however, the festivities must end after an allotted amount of time and then everything
returns to normal. For queercore acts, and for Greenwood in particular with her video work, the
goal is to extend that out of the allotted time and into everyday reality. This then produces a
collision - between so-called reality and the carnivalesque fantasy of the
performances. Collisions usually happen at intersecting points and Tracy and the Plastics is a
venue to illustrate the prevalence of collisions, both big and small, everywhere. As a result, the
possibility of change is everywhere, both big and small. In the example given about Greenwood
censoring her queer material at a performance in a certain part of the country, this possibility is
realized. In the show, there was an intersection between Greenwood’s expectations of the
audience and the reality of what they would accept. Her show gave the audience permission to
confront her about her error as a result of that collision. She took their advice and, in the future,
will not limit her queer content based on her geographical location. And on the other side, those
audience members are now empowered to stand up for themselves when being misunderstood or
underestimated. It’s a small change, but a significant one for both parties and the Tracy and the
Plastics videos and performance was where that understanding was given space to take
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place. Tracy and the Plastics are a visual and sonic collision, maybe not as bombast as other
queercore acts, but the residual effects can be felt just as deeply.
Tracy and the Plastics performances illustrate a collision of reality (Tracy and her
audience) and the carnival (Nikki and Cola). While a carnival is wonderfully subversive in the
temporary, Greenwood wants that to become an acceptable everyday reality, not just a once-ayear acceptable freak show in a gallery. And when reality and the carnival collide, this is
possible. Perhaps the force of “reality” colliding with the force of the carnival will fling some
people in the carnival to reality and vice versa. When they arise following the initial daze of the
collision, they will need to figure out a new way to live, a new way to think and move through
the world and relate to others. The carnival represents the clash between what is acceptable and
what is not and what happens during that clash is shifting the culture.
Tracy and the Plastics exist in two temporal planes. One wouldn’t think their interactions
would make sense, but in fact they are entertaining and educational. The non-normative makes
sense. It’s also Greenwood playing with the “normal” or palatable parts of herself vs the “nonnormal” aspects. And it works. It’s not smooth sailing all the time, not even most of the time
but within the world Greenwood has created, it works. As Curran Nault states in his book on
queercore culture, “increasingly dispersed and only loosely affiliated, queercore entities
nevertheless share a common goal: to articulate and circulate a set of oppositional identities,
mediated meanings and social practices for queers to occupy and engage within sub-cultural
space.” 70 And while Greenwood doesn’t exemplify predominant aspects of queercore acts she
does follow this philosophy wholly. The difference with Greenwood is her interest lies in the
tension between sub-cultural space and the dominant culture. She employs “oppositional
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identities, mediated meanings and social practices for queers” but instead of using those to
perfect the sub-culture she wants to use those to examine the collision and intersection between
sub and dominant culture. Whether or not that tension could lead to any successful conclusion is
not as important as existing in the tension, because it inevitably leads to some type of change and
forward motion toward an intentional world. Queerness is a way to combat the rigid roles and
boxes that society places people in. Queerness celebrates fluidity and messiness and
transformation. Within a fluid world, hierarchies are more difficult to maintain thus creating a
more democratized space. If that fluid, democratized space can leak into the “mainstream”
rigidity of culture, or collide with it, it might just cause change for the better.

Postscript
In 2015, Greenwood resurrected Tracy and the Plastics after 9 years for an exhibition,
Kelly (alongside more current sculpture and video projects) at the New Museum in New York
City. She wanted to ensure that her work with the band was preserved in some way. “I
performed mostly in rock clubs, in bars, and there is no record of that happening. I realized that
this would all be lost. In my personal archive, I had many of the props I used, as well as the
costumes and the backing videos. But to represent the performances I knew I’d have to recreate
them.” 71 She decided to re-perform the parts as Tracy so she would have a document of the
work - she tried to keep it as close to the original as possible. “I wanted to create the illusion this
documentation had been made at the time. And I wanted complete uniformity. Every video here
was shot with the same framing, the same hairstyle.” 72 Importantly, as these are recreations and
not live performances, the experience of viewing them is much different. The exhibit was set up
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in an L-shape room with over a dozen TV sets that were playing various videos on a loop (see
Figure 6). In order to listen to the videos, the viewer needed to wear headphones. As a result,
it’s a much more solitary experience than the live performances of the past.

Figure 6. Greenwood’s Kelly exhibition, New Museum, New York, 2015
Similarly, during Tracy and the Plastics’ active years, Greenwood recorded albums of
songs that she performs in her videos. This provided a way for her audience to relive what they
witnessed in the live shows and hopefully what they felt in that space of collision and how they
can bring it to their everyday life. One such album, Culture for Pigeon included a bonus DVD
that features several videos. As Greenwood states in the liner notes, these videos are “some
spaces where you can imagine in.” 73 It’s an invitation to think up new worlds and imagine a
new reality in the same way Greenwood does when embodying Tracy, Nikki and Cola. As she
states “this record is about finding soul again in these machines, and totally participating in the
creation of a culture.” 74 The point is not for Greenwood as Tracy and the Plastics to show her
audience culture, but for all of them to create culture together. So, for Greenwood, there is a
value in simply watching the videos on your own. Interestingly, in the accompanying DVD there
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is a video titled "Just the Beginning of Something (Maybe this Will Explain Some Relations)"
that cuts to black for the last 13 minutes of the video’s run time. I cannot find any information
letting me know if this was intentional or not, but knowing Greenwood’s emphasis on the pause
and silence, I have to think it was. Particularly with the video title being “Just the Beginning of
Something” indicating there is more to it - more that perhaps the viewer will need to fill
in. During that long stretch of time, the viewer is wondering if there is something wrong with
the DVD, if there is something missing, if something will appear on the screen soon,
etc. Therefore, it is not a moment of nothingness, but a moment of engagement. 75
I did not have the opportunity to see a Tracy the Plastics show while the group was active
but I was lucky enough to see Kelly several times. Despite the lack of a shared audience,
watching the videos through the headphones proved to be its own special immersive and intimate
experience. One also had the ability to watch the same performance again and again as they
played on a loop. Sometimes there would be someone sitting or standing next to you but only
one person could listen to a video at a time so you would each be experiencing different pieces,
sometimes originally filmed years apart. Therefore, the communal experience of a live show is
muted in this space. However, the intimate nature of the experience makes the videos feel more
personally directed to the viewer. One feels almost part of the band for a moment. But, once
you are finished watching the video you return to a quiet museum space and the carnivalesque
band experience seems locked away in the television. As a document, it’s an important and valid
endeavor. But the tension and excitement caused by Tracy performing live and existing in the
same plane as the audience while interacting with the projections of Nikki and Cola, is lost,
which eliminates much of the possibility of true connection and change. But again,
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Greenwood’s real goal in this instance is just a way for her work to be documented and studied;
without these recordings, her work would have likely disappeared once the concert goers who
could share the memories were gone. How does an artist archive ephemeral performance
without losing the immediacy and vitality of the original presentation? It is a challenging facet of
the queer world building that Greenwood set into motion and another collision, this time of past,
present, and future, that she must contend and play with.
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